
 I have been Head of the Music Department at Kettering Buccleuch Academy for a year, having first taught at the school 
in 2010 whilst taking a break from my other career as a professional musician. I grew up with music at the centre of my 
life, learning the piano and violin aged five and picking up the trombone before I left primary school. This is something 
that never really left me and I moved on from secondary school to study jazz at the Trinity College of Music in London. 

During and indeed following my degree, I played as part of a brass section for a number of prominent music artists, including a two year 
worldwide tour with Lily Allen. After the tour, I felt it was time for a change, and I was keen to share my passion of music with young 
people, so I decided to complete the Graduate Teacher Programme at Warwick University and spent my NQT period at various different 
schools.

Whilst still heavily involved in the music industry, I taught my first three weeks of lessons at Kettering Buccleuch Academy as cover for a 
music teacher at the school. It was an interesting experience for me and I kept in touch with the Deputy Head. Three years later I arrived 
back at the academy to look around their new facilities and was struck by the state-of-the-art equipment the new building had to offer, 
the ethos that had grown in the school and its enthusiasm for music and the performing arts. During that first informal visit, I was blown 
away by the new Principal’s vision for the academy, and before I knew it, was Head of Music.

With my background as a professional musician, I knew that I could help build the music department into a vibrant, thriving one. I am 
used to a high standard of equipment and professionalism and here was an opportunity to work in a school which also values these 
things combined with an absolute focus on the enjoyment of learning.  

Becoming a head of department has provided me with new challenges, not least responsibility for the analysis of student data; and 
administration that accompanies the role. This is a big change from the life of a touring musician when all I had responsibility for was 
to turn up and play! The United Learning Middle Leader training programme has given me appropriate insight into what a good leader 
and a good department look like. I have received excellent support from the Senior Leadership Team and am looking forward to working 
with other Heads of Department starting this academic year.

In the classroom, as on stage, you are a performer. You use a range of techniques to help enthuse and engage students. I find it 
particularly satisfying when students take advantage of the great opportunities on offer. You witness students succeeding in their music 
at a level they would never have thought possible for themselves.

There is a lot that I think we can do with our Music Department; so much that I need to pace myself to do this in a planned and measured 
way, picking the best options for each term.  The element of performance is so transferable from the stage to the classroom. It will always 
bring me satisfaction and the thrill of performing will always be something I enjoy and value. 

We have already held a number of professional concerts with current artists at the academy which have created a real buzz about the 
place, and out of school I am still able to perform with major artists during the holidays which keeps me refreshed and 
current as a musician. Performing for a crowd at a concert, and performing for the students, staff and Ofsted bring totally 
different feelings, but there is something uniquely rewarding about the sharing of knowledge, which helps students 
achieve their very best. 
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